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Abstract. The idea of extending the BDI architecture with cooperativ-
ity started shaping in 2003 when two independent proposals to support
cooperation in a BDI setting were presented at DALT. One proposal,
Coo-BDI, extended the BDI architecture by allowing agents to cooper-
ate by exchanging and sharing plans in a quite flexible way; the other
extended the BDI operational semantics for introducing speech-act based
communication, including primitives for plan exchange. Besides allowing
a natural and seamless integration with speech-act based communica-
tion for BDI languages, the intuitions behind Coo-BDI have proved to
be promising and attractive enough to give rise to new investigations. In
this retrospective review we discuss papers that were influenced by Coo-
BDI and we outline other potential developments for future research.

1 Life after Coo-BDI

The paper introducing Coo-BDI [3] ended with the following statement:

We are currently working with the authors of [27] to realize this exten-
sion..

The planned extension has consisted in the design and implementation of a
unified architecture for highly cooperative BDI agents meeting the following
requirements:

– messages adhere to the form proposed in [27], including a 〈tellHow, SenderId,

Plan〉 performative allowing the receiver to add Plan to its plan library if
SenderId is trusted, and

– plans are associated with access specifiers as in Coo-BDI so that agents can
decide when a plan should be shared with others by means of a tellHow

message.

Together with J. F. Hübner and R. H. Bordini we worked one year to finish
the design and implementation of our planned extension, and finally the Coo-
BDI approach was successfully and smoothly integrated with AgentSpeak [9,
29] in the context of Jason [10]. Jason implemented the operational semantics
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given in [9] as well as the extensions in [27], giving the necessary formal and
practical basis for plan exchange among BDI agent in the way required by Coo-
BDI. The obtained language was named Coo-AgentSpeak and was presented at
AAMAS 2004 [4]. The extensions purposely made to Jason for supporting Coo-
AgentSpeak features are part of the standard Jason release.

Encouraged by the promising results, we explored the applicability of the
Coo-BDI principles to other concrete scenarios. In particular, we were interested
in investigating if and how Web Services (WSs) technologies could support a
component, described in terms of beliefs, desires and intentions, that dynami-
cally adapts its behavior to new environments (namely, a Coo-BDI agent). A
positive answer came from CooWS [11] which implements the ideas behind the
Coo-BDI by means of WS technologies. In CooWS plan bodies are expressed
in BPEL [1], a high-level scripting language for Web Services built on top of
WSDL [12]. Agents able to execute a BPEL specification can execute the body
of any plan, making the exchange of plans among agents a fruitful extension of
the basic BDI architecture.

In parallel with this practical research activity, theoretical work was carried
out for finding a BDI logic suitable for modeling the behavior of Coo-BDI agents.
BDIATL [26] was the result of that effort. By replacing ATL∗ (Alternating-Time
Temporal Logic [2]) with CTL∗ (an extension of Computation Tree Logic and
Linear Temporal Logic [20]) in Rao and Georgeff’s BDI logic [32, 30, 31], BDIATL

allows us to express new commitment strategies that could not be defined there.
In particular, we can express three variants of Rao and Georgeff’s “open minded”
commitment: “independent open minded”, “optimistic open minded”, and “pes-
simistic open minded”. In these commitment strategies the new features that
ATL∗ adds to CTL∗, namely cooperation modalities, are exploited for expressing
the way of thinking of rational Coo-BDI agents.

After the intense activity of the beginning, research on Coo-BDI slackened for
a few years during which we pursued other scientific goals, including that of deep-
ening our knowledge on semantic web issues. When the competencies acquired on
these themes in general, and on ontology matching [21] in particular, were mature
enough, an inspired intuition of A. Ricci gave us the chance to resume Coo-BDI
and apply to it the techniques we were experimenting in other domains. The
result was CooL-AgentSpeak [24], the “Cooperative Description-Logic AgentS-
peak” language integrating Coo-BDI and AgentSpeak-DL [28] and enhancing
them with ontology matching capabilities. In CooL-AgentSpeak, search for a
plan takes place as in Coo-BDI. However, handling an event is more flexible as
it is not based solely on unification and on the subsumption relation between
concepts as in AgentSpeak-DL, but also on ontology matching. Belief querying
and updating take advantage of ontological matching as well. The syntax of the
language and motivating scenarios for its adoption are given. A sketch of the



operational semantics and of how CooL-AgentSpeak can be implemented on top
of JASDL [23] are also provided.

2 The Lives of The Others

Many research activities carried out under the agents and MASs umbrella share
with Coo-BDI the idea of exchanging knowledge among peers that, otherwise,
could not properly cope with some situations.

M. Baldoni, C. Baroglio, A. Martelli, V. Patti and C. Schifanella [5–8] face
the issue of allowing an entity to play a role in an interaction ruled by a chore-
ography, even when it owns no policy conforming to that role. The scenario of
interest is Service-oriented Computing. As the authors recognize, in an agent
framework the solution might easily come from a Coo-BDI-like approach: one
might think of dynamically enriching the set of behaviors of the agent, which
failed the conformance test, by asking other agents to supply a correct interac-
tion policy. In Service-oriented Computing, however, a Coo-BDI-like approach
can not be applied since in that scenario it is fundamental that knowledge is
available before the interaction among the peers takes place.

The work by S. Costantini, P. Dell’Acqua and L. M. Pereira [15] discusses
issues related to learning rules from other agents. The origins of that work date
back to 2005, with the prototype implementation presented in [19], developed in
DALI [18]. In 2008 that implementation has been enriched with temporal-logic-
like operators [14, 17], and experiments in Ambient Intelligent applications have
been carried out [16]. In the more recent paper [15], the authors further enrich
the approach with a meta-evaluation component that prevents agents to blindly
accept and incorporate new knowledge by allowing them to evaluate (and thus
possibly discard) it according to its usefulness. The proposal adds to Coo-BDI
the very relevant aspect of meta-reasoning for evaluating, activating and de-
activating the new knowledge, where evaluation may in principle affect the level
of trust of source agents.

The work by Meneguzzi and Luck [25] describes how a procedural agent
model can be modified to allow an agent to build new plans at runtime by
chaining existing fine-grained plans from a plan library into high-level plans.
The applicability of the approach is demonstrated through a modification to the
AgentSpeak architecture, where declarative and procedural aspects are com-
bined together. Meneguzzi and Luck propose an integration with the Coo-BDI
approach as a possible future extension to their architecture to partially over-
come efficiency issues, since getting plans from other planning-capable agents
may significantly reduce the amount of time spent to create plans from scratch.

The Coo-BDI approach to plan failure has been easily incorporated into the
AgentSpeak meta-interpreter designed and implemented by M. Winikoff [34] and



into the guidelines on how to create multi-agent systems using Erlang provided
by C. Varela, C. Abalde, L. M. Castro and J. Guĺıas [33].

Finally, the framework Agent Coordination and Cooperation Cognitive Model,
AC3M [13], exhibits connections with Coo-BDI as well: the relationships between
coordination, cooperation, BDI and OODA (Observe-Orient-Decide-Act cycle)
are analyzed, with a particular focus on uncertain environments.

3 The Future

Research on Coo-BDI has not been financed within a specific project, but has
been mainly driven by the willingness of several researchers to collaborate to-
gether, by exploiting cross-fertilization fostered by their rather different research
backgrounds. Nevertheless, in these eight years the main ideas coming out from
this collaboration have proved to have a certain influence on the research commu-
nity of multi-agent systems, and we believe that there are still many interesting
opportunities for improving and extending them in the near future.

Cooperative multi-agent systems find their natural applications in mobile
code, context-aware and self-adaptive systems, but also semantic web applica-
tions. The most recent and interesting extensions to AgentSpeak discussed in
[24] open new interesting scenarios in the intersection of multi-agent systems
and advanced semantic web applications, including the Linked Open Data and
the Federated Social Web. However, as we highlighted in the IAT 2011 paper,
“cross-ontological” knowledge and reasoning may lead to unwanted behavior.
Precision and recall of the best performing ontology matching algorithms sel-
dom reach 100% on real ontologies (see http://oaei.ontologymatching.org/
2010/results/benchmarks/index.html), and this means that using real on-
tologies and real ontology matchers, wrong matches might be returned, with
possibly destructive consequences.

In order to cope with the intrinsic limitations of ontology matching techniques
available today, we would greatly benefit from meta-reasoning capabilities sim-
ilar to those discussed in [15]. Such capabilities might in fact allow agents to
reason on the consequences of adopting new plans involving cross-ontological
knowledge for ensuring a better control on which plans might be safely incorpo-
rated into the plan base, thus limiting risks.

More in general, safety and security are properties of paramount importance
for cooperative multi-agent systems, especially when exploited in the context of
mobile code, and much work still have to be done to make Coo-BDI usable in
practice in contexts where safety and security are serious concerns. Interesting
research directions include static and dynamic typechecking and verification of
Coo-BDI agents, exploiting for instance session types [22].



The investigation of safety issues and the implementation of CooL-AgentSpeak
in Jason is another short term research goal. The far future is too far to be pre-
dicted (especially when projects are not funded!), but we are confident that we
will be able to talk about Coo-BDI in the next 10000 years1!
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